
MS Technology, an IBM Silver Business Partner, has over 25 years of 
experience delivering high-performance viewing solutions for Enterprise 
Content Management (ECM), Software As A Service (SAAS), and in-house 
application. Our viewing solutions has been incorporated with IBM Content 
Manager 8 within IBM’s eClient, pClient (client for Windows), and WEBi to 
provide superior image rendering and document manipulation tools.

Launched in 2011, the eViewer, was the next generation on document 
viewing technology from MS Technology. The eViewer, a zero-footprint, 
platform agnostic, delivers all the function and features Content Manager 8 
users have come accustom to along with many additional added features 
and functions to empower users. 

“The eViewer is the most complete viewer with a lot of 
impressive features that CM8 users will de�nitely bene�t from.” 
Richard Saglimbene (IBM ECM Senior Account Manager)

The Best Viewing Solution for IBM Content Manager 8

100% Backwards Compatible with eClient and PClient
The eViewer is the only viewer that supports all documents and annotations supported 
and created by the IBM eClient and pClient. Formats include MO:DCA documents and 
annotations. Create new annotations on a document in the eViewer, and users will be 
able to view and edit them in the eClient and pClient as well.

Integrate with and without IBM Content Navigator
The eViewer can be integrated with or without IBM Content Navigator enabling 
integration with various middleware options and greater integration �exibility not 
available with the IBM Content Navigator or Daeja Virtual Viewer. Integrate with 
non-IBM application including Pega BPM, or a custom homegrown middleware 
application.
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The eViewer provides a number of outstanding features that are not 
available with the IBM Daeja Virtual Viewer. 

More Features

Smart Redaction: Automatically search and redact sensitive content 
without having to manually search the document.

Document Compare: Instantly compare two versions of the same 
document with highlights of the changes between the document 
saving countless hours from reviewing document changes.

Spilt and Merge Docs: Split a document into two or more separate 
documents or merge two or more documents into one.

More Annotation options for greater usability: Beyond the standard 
Content Manager 8 annotations, the eViewer o�ers more annotation 
options, including annotations compliant with BPM and work�ows. 

Annotations: The eViewer supports all CM8 annotation formats 
including MO:DCA and JSON annotations.

More APIs = greater �exibility: Control all aspects of the eViewer via 
JavaScript APIs and integrations through REST APIs.













Higher Level of Support
MS Technology is dedicated to customer success and delivering 
outstanding results and business value by providing the highest level 
of support in the industry. We strive to make sure our customers 
experience a little downtime as possible and work to deliver 
resolutions in the shortest amount of time possible. Recognized by 
IBM as a leader in partner support �ve years in a row and we continue 
to strive for excellence. 
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